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Picture namingLarge-scale networks support the dynamic integration of information across multiple functionally specialized
brain regions. Network analyses of haemodynamic modulations have revealed such functional brain networks
that show high consistency across subjects and different cognitive states. However, the relationship between
the slowly ﬂuctuating haemodynamic responses and the underlying neural mechanisms is not well understood.
Resting state studies have revealed spatial similarities in the estimated network hub locations derived using
haemodynamic and electrophysiological recordings, suggesting a direct neural basis for the widely described
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) resting state networks. To truly understand the nature of the re-
lationship between electrophysiology and haemodynamics it is important tomove away from a task absent state
and to establish if such networks are differentially modulated by cognitive processing. The present parallel fMRI
and magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiment investigated the structural similarities between haemody-
namic networks and their electrophysiological counterparts when either the stimulus or the task was varied.
Connectivity patterns underlying action vs. object naming (task-driven modulations), and action vs. object im-
ages (stimulus-driven modulations) were identiﬁed in a data driven all-to-all connectivity analysis, with cross
spectral coherence adopted as a metric of functional connectivity in bothMEG and fMRI. We observed a striking
difference in functional connectivity between conditions. The spectral proﬁles of the frequency-speciﬁc network
similarity differed signiﬁcantly for the task-driven vs. stimulus-driven connectivity modulations. While the
greatest similarity between MEG and fMRI derived networks was observed at neural frequencies below 30 Hz,
haemodynamic network interactions could not be attributed to a single frequency band. Instead, the entire
spectral proﬁle should be taken into account when assessing the correspondence between MEG and fMRI
networks. Task-driven network hubs, evident in both MEG and fMRI, were found in cortical regions previously
associatedwith language processing, including the posterior temporal cortex and the inferior frontal cortex. Net-
work hubs related to stimulus-drivenmodulations, however, were found in regions related to object recognition
and visual processing, including the lateral occipital cortex. Overall, the results depict a shift in network structure
whenmoving from a task dependentmodulation to a stimulus dependentmodulation, revealing a reorganization
of large-scale functional connectivity during task performance.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
It is generally thought that human cognition is mediated by a set of
interconnected distributed neural networks rather than spatially focal
brain responses (Mesulam, 1990; Varela et al., 2001). Consequently,ce and Biomedical Engineering,
alto, Finland. Fax: +358 9 470
.
. This is an open access article underwith the advance of signal processing techniques, the ﬁeld of functional
neuroimaging is moving towards a network based approach to data
analysis (e.g. Achard et al., 2006; Hutchison et al., 2013; Salvador
et al., 2005; Stam, 2004). One of the most widely used techniques for
functional mapping of human brain activity is blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
(Ogawa et al., 1990), which allows formappingof brain-wide haemody-
namic modulations with high spatial resolution (typically millimetres).
Network analyses of these haemodynamic modulations at rest have re-
vealed functional networks in the brain (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and
Raichle, 2007; van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010) that show highthe CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Raichle, 2007; Smith et al., 2009). Recent studies have further indicated
that functional networks undergo modulation during task performance
(Arbabshirani et al., 2013; Betti et al., 2013; Liljeström et al., 2015;
Saarinen et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2014).
Since BOLD fMRI is an indirect measure of neural activity, much
work has been undertaken in understanding the coupling mechanisms
which relate the underlying electrophysiology to thehaemodynamic re-
sponse (Logothetis et al., 2001; Rosa et al., 2011). Such an understand-
ing is crucial to a full and correct interpretation of neuroimaging data
and a true appreciation of the way in which the brain processes
information. Non-invasive measures of electrophysiological activity
can be obtained with magnetoencephalography (MEG; Cohen, 1968;
Hämäläinen et al., 1993) and electroencephalography (EEG;
Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999), which providemillisecond tem-
poral resolution of brain activity but at a lower spatial resolution than
fMRI BOLD. Several studies have investigated the association between
task-related changes in electrophysiological activity (measured using
MEG or EEG) and the haemodynamic response (measured with fMRI),
providing somewhat conﬂicting results. For low-level sensory stimuli,
activation peaks in BOLD fMRI data show a good spatial correspondence
with task-related changes in electrophysiological power (Brookes et al.,
2005; Stevenson et al., 2012). However, the results for task-related am-
plitude correlation between electrophysiological and haemodynamic
effects are somewhat inconsistent (Muthukumaraswamy and Singh,
2009; Winterer et al., 2007). In more cognitively demanding tasks,
studied across multiple brain regions, a large degree of variability in
the correspondence between haemodynamics and electrophysiology
is found (Kujala et al., 2014; Liljeström et al., 2009; Vartiainen et al.,
2011), with both spatial and functional discrepancies between MEG
and fMRI becoming more apparent. Such ﬁndings are evident also
with invasive electrophysiological recordings (Conner et al., 2011).
If large-scale distributed networks do indeedmediate human cogni-
tion, comparison of the entire haemodynamic and electrophysiological
task network, rather than conﬁning evaluations to areas of maximal ac-
tivity, is needed for a full description of the relationship between hae-
modynamic and electrophysiological effects. Recent work has shown
spatial similarities between resting state network hubs obtained from
M/EEG and fMRI data (Brookes et al., 2011b; de Pasquale et al., 2010,
2012;Mantini et al., 2007; Tal et al., 2013; Tewarie et al., 2014). Howev-
er, if we aim for a comprehensive account of the mechanism by which
distributed neural assemblies interact to perform speciﬁc functions, in-
vestigations into how measures of functional connectivity are affected
by task execution are required.
In the current work, we examined task-relatedmodulations in glob-
al connectivity patterns in a parallel MEG/fMRI cognitive experiment,
where the same subjects participated in both recordings. As a metric
of functional connectivity we adopt spectral coherence in both MEG
and fMRI. Coherence of cortical oscillatory neural activity, here
measured with MEG, has long been proposed as a mechanism for infor-
mation transfer within the human brain (Engel et al., 1999; Fries, 2005).
Previous studies have suggested that individual spectral components of
the broadbandMEG signal may have functionally speciﬁc roles with re-
spect to both long-range and short-range binding and in terms of the re-
lationship with the haemodynamic response (Buffalo et al., 2011;
Donner and Siegel, 2011; Hipp et al., 2012). To match the MEG analysis
as closely as possible we chose coherence as a measure for connectivity
also in fMRI. Furthermore, it has been shown that interregional depen-
dencies in fMRI data are more readily observed in the frequency than
time domain, and recent work (Lohmann et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2008)
suggests that functionally relevant information may be contained in
individual frequency components of the low-frequency BOLD response.
If so, we may expect to ﬁnd frequency-speciﬁc fMRI networks that
correlate differentially with their electrophysiological counterparts.
We thus examined the network modulations on the cortical surface
for both MEG and fMRI data across a range of frequencies.To study cognitively relevant large-scale functional connectivity we
used picture naming as a task, probing the cortical representations of ac-
tion and object naming (Liljeström et al., 2008, 2009). Picture naming
recruits multiple brain areas within the occipital, temporal, parietal
and frontal cortices bilaterally (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Salmelin
et al., 1994), thus providing a unique viewpoint from which to study
the assembly of long-range neural networks necessary for task execu-
tion. The nature of the stimuli used here (action images, object only im-
ages) allowed for subtle modulations of both stimuli and task to
manipulate the formation of the cognitive networks. The experiment
was split into two broad categories, (i) presentation of identical visual
stimuli with participants required to undertake subtly different tasks,
i.e. silent naming of words from different grammatical categories
(verbs/nouns) in response to pictures depicting an action, and (ii) pre-
sentation of differing visual stimuli with participants required to exe-
cute identical tasks, i.e. consistently naming words from the same
grammatical category (nouns) in response to pictures depicting either
an action or an object only. This setup facilitated comparisons of MEG
and fMRI task-related network hubs, as well as evaluation of possible
distinctions in MEG–fMRI correspondence between stimulus and task
dependent connectivity modulations.
We hypothesized that if there is a correspondence between the
haemodynamic and electrophysiological networks then the spatial loca-
tions of cortical hubs should be shared between modalities and the
manner in which the connections are modulated by stimuli or task
should be comparable. We also aimed to establish whether a dominant
frequency band ofMEG connectivity data exists whichmost closely cor-
responds to the haemodynamic networks.
Materials and methods
Subjects and data acquisition
15 healthy subjects (8 males and 7 females, mean age 25 years,
range 19–32 years; 14 right-handed, one ambidextrous) gave their
informed consent to participate in the study in agreement with a prior
approval of the local Ethics Committee (Hospital district of Helsinki
and Uusimaa). The participants all had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, had no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders, and
were native Finnish speakers. Both functional MRI data and MEG data
were acquired in 11 subjects. The remaining 4 subjects completed
only the fMRI component of the experiment.
MR images were acquired using a Signa VH/i 3.0 T MRI scanner (GE
Healthcare, UK). Functional data was acquired using a single-shot
gradient-echo planar imaging (GRE-EPI) sequence with the following
parameters: TR 3 s, TE = 32 ms, FA = 90, in-plane resolution
3.4mm× 3.4mm(7 subjects) or 3mm×3mm (8 subjects), slice thick-
ness 3 mm. Anatomical images were acquired with a T1-weighted 3D
spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) sequence.
MEG data were measured using a 306 channel VectorviewMEG de-
vice (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland). Eye blinks and saccadesweremonitored
using two electrodes placed diagonally near the lower and upper eye
lids (electro-oculograms) and mouth movements were monitored
using electrodes placed near the upper and lower lip margins (electro-
myograms). Head position indicator coils were used to determine the
position of the head in relation to anatomical landmarks and to the sen-
sor array. At the beginning of each session the position of the headwith
respect to the sensors wasmeasured. MEG signals were ﬁltered at 0.03–
200 Hz and sampled at 600 Hz.
Experimental paradigm
Subjects silently named actions or objects from simple line
drawings. Images were presented with an interstimulus interval of
1.8–4.2 s (stimulus duration 300 ms) in blocks of 10 images (or trials)
per block. Each 30-s block was followed by a 21-s rest period. The
77M. Liljeström et al. / NeuroImage 120 (2015) 75–87experimental setup was identical during the MEG and fMRI recordings
(Liljeström et al., 2009). The experiment was divided into 15-min ses-
sions with a short break between sessions. The experiment comprised
three different conditions with a total of 100 trials in each condition:
(i) action naming from action images (ii) object naming from action im-
ages and (iii) object naming from object only images. The stimulus ma-
terials are described in detail in (Liljeström et al., 2008). For the
purposes of the current study, conditions were split into two contrasts;
action and object naming from action pictures, where the visual stimu-
lus was identical for both types of word production, and object naming
from action and object images, where the subjects were asked to pro-
duce the same type of word each time but the visual stimulus differed.
These contrasts will be referred to throughout themanuscript as; ‘iden-
tical visual stimuli, different naming tasks’ and ‘identical naming tasks,
different visual stimuli’, respectively.
Determination of cortical grid space
MEG and fMRI functional connectivity processing streams were
matched as closely as possible. To eliminate any confounds due to vari-
ations in node number (Zalesky et al., 2010), the same source space grid
was used in the fMRI and MEG analyses. To form the grid space, the
cortical gray matter in one individual was covered with a regular grid
of 7-mm side length, limited to 2 cm from the surface of the brain. All
nodes were limited to the cortical grey matter. Grid points located in
the anterior frontal and temporal cortex were excluded to avoid any re-
sidual effects of eye movements in theMEG data analysis. This grid was
then transformed to each individual to create a comparable grid space
across subjects. The ﬁnal grid locations (1826 nodes per individual)




Preprocessing of the MEG data included application of the Temporal
Signal Space Separation (tSSS) method (Taulu and Simola, 2006) for ar-
tifact removal. To compensate for head movements between measure-
ment sessions the measured (noncontinuous) head positioning data
was used to transform the MEG data across sessions to the same refer-
ence positions (Elekta Maxﬁlter software package). Epochs containing
eye blinks or saccades (rejection limit 150 μV, based on the measured
electro-oculograms) were removed. MEG data analysis was performed
in 2-Hz frequency bins spanning the frequency range 1–90 Hz, and av-
eraged across predeﬁned frequency bands. Ten different frequency
bands were chosen (1–3 Hz, 3–7 Hz, 7–13 Hz, 13–17 Hz, 17–25 Hz,
25–31 Hz, 31–39 Hz, 39–47 Hz, 52–60 Hz, 60–90 Hz; the 50–Hz line
noise was excluded), similarly to Liljeström et al. (2015); the frequency
bins at both the low and high edge frequency were included in each
band. This selection was based on the extensive literature on electro-
physiologically measured brain rhythms (for example, Gross et al.,
2013b; Jensen et al., 2012; Palva and Palva, 2007; Pfurtscheller and
Lopes da Silva, 1999; Salmelin and Hari, 1994; van Wijk et al., 2012).
We chose a single frequency band for the delta (1–3 Hz), theta (3–
7 Hz), and alpha (7–13 Hz) frequency bands. The beta frequency band
(Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) was divided into a low beta
(13–17 Hz; Hipp et al., 2012) and two high-beta (17–25 Hz, 25–
31 Hz) frequency bands. We chose a gamma frequency range that was
within the range of frequencies often observed for pyramidal–interneu-
ronal network gamma (31–90Hz;Whittington et al., 2000) and divided
it into low gamma (31–39 Hz, 39–47 Hz) and high gamma (52–60 Hz,
60–90 Hz). Data were checked at the sensor level that there was no sig-
niﬁcant difference in task-related power in the 50–800 ms time-
window after stimulus onset between conditions in any frequency
band (paired Student's t-test, p b 0.01) at 99% of the sensors (max 3 sen-
sors with a difference). Importantly, we tested for power differencesseparately at each sensor to ensure that the spatial power pattern was
similar in both conditions.
Connectivity analysis
For reconstruction of coherent sources we used an event-related
spatial ﬁlter (erDICS, event-related Dynamic Imaging of Coherent
Sources; Laaksonen et al., 2008) which can be applied both to localizing
source power (Laaksonen et al., 2012) and coherence (Liljeström et al.,
2015). One beneﬁt of using this approach is that estimation of regional
time-courses is not necessary — the frequency-domain spatial ﬁlter
(or beamformer) maps the coherence between brain regions directly
at the cortical level. Initially, a time–frequency representation for each
epoch was calculated using Morlet wavelets of width 7. For each task
condition, cross-spectral densitymatrices (CSDs) across all planar gradi-
ometer channels were computed using the time–frequency representa-
tions of the trial time series (50–800 ms after stimulus onset). The
sensor-level data, represented by the CSD matrix, was transformed
into a cortical representation using the spatial ﬁlter. A spherical head
conductor model, determined individually for each subject, was used
in the source reconstruction.
In an all-to-all connectivity analysis (Liljeström et al., 2015; Saarinen
et al., 2015), coherence estimates were computed for each cortical grid
point with all other grid points in the frequency bands of interest. For
each cortico-cortical connection the source orientation conﬁguration
was determined by identifying the orientation combination for the
two sources that maximizes their mutual coherence (Liljeström et al.,
2015; Saarinen et al., 2015). The orientation pairs were tested for all
possible combinations between 50 regularly spaced orientations (span-
ning180°, in steps of 3.6°), in the tangential source spacewith respect to
a sphere with origin at the centre of the brain, at both ends of the
connection.
Task-related network modulations were determined by contrasting
all-to-all connectivity results between conditions (paired Student's t-
test; p b 0.0005) and applying a spatial pairwise clustering algorithm
(cluster size 3) that required both ends of a given connection to bewith-
in 2 cm of the start and end points of its cluster companions (analogous
to Zalesky et al., 2012). As the MEG source space is inherently smooth,
special care must be taken to avoid spurious connectivity results due
to spatial spread. These effects are highly dependent on the source
strength of the underlying sources (Kujala et al., 2008; Schoffelen and
Gross, 2009). We therefore used power-matched conditions and
assessed changes in connectivity strength between conditions, rather
than estimating the connectivity in one condition alone (Kujala et al.,
2008; Gross et al., 2013a). We thus make the assumption that the ﬁeld
spread effects are the same in the two experimental conditions, at
each location. Althoughmatching the power across conditions is an im-
portant step for minimizing effects of spatial spread, it may not
completely abolish these effects. We therefore used a minimum dis-
tance limit of 4 cm between connection start- and endpoints, which
was applied to avoid any remnant spurious connectivity between close-
ly situated regions (similarly to Kujala et al., 2008; Liljeström et al.,
2015; de Pasquale et al., 2012).
fMRI data analysis
Preprocessing
FMRI data from all subjects were realigned and tissue segmentation
was applied in SPM8 (http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Constant and
linear trends, motion parameters, average white matter and cerebro-
spinal ﬂuid time courses were regressed out (Behzadi et al., 2007).
Data were smoothed (8mm FWHMGaussian kernel) and spatially nor-
malized to the SPM8 MNI template. Nodal timecourses were extracted,
segmented by task, mean centered, windowed (tapered cosine) and
concatenated into blocks of individual task conditions (as in Sun et al.,
2004).
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who had all participated also in the MEG part of the experiment. Data
from the remaining 5 subjects were used to determine the frequency
bands of interest for the functional connectivity analysis. To this end, re-
gional timecourses based on the AAL parcellation scheme were used in
the calculations and spectral power estimates were contrasted between
task conditions for all anatomical regions. Frequency bands displaying a
variance in task-related power change of N10% (see Inline Supplemen-
tary Figure S1) were excluded from further analysis to avoid spurious
coherence modulations. Frequency bands selected for functional con-
nectivity estimates were; 0.001–0.023 Hz, 0.041–0.061 Hz, 0.07–
0.09 Hz and 0.11–0.14 Hz (Inline Supplementary Figure S1).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S1 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Connectivity analysis
In an all-to-all connectivity analysis, coherence estimates were
computed for each cortical grid point with all other grid points in the
frequency bands of interest using Welch's periodogram method.
Similarly to the approach adopted for the MEG connectivity analysis,
task-related network modulations were determined by contrasting
the all-to-all connectivity results between tasks (paired Student's
t-test; p b 0.0005) and applying a spatial pairwise clustering algorithm
(cluster size 3) that required both ends of a given connection to bewith-
in 2 cm of the start and end points of its cluster companions (analogous
to Zalesky et al., 2012). This clustering technique reduces the number of
spurious connections. Short-range connections (closer than 4 cm)were
excluded to enable comparisons with the MEG-derived networks.
Comparison of MEG and fMRI functional connectivity networks
Topological properties of a network are inherently dependent on the
number of edges in the network (or wiring cost) and thresholding is
therefore critical when comparing networks from different modalities
(Achard and Bullmore, 2007; Ginestet et al., 2011, 2014; van Wijk
et al., 2010). The wiring cost K of an unweighted network is deﬁned as
the number of edges in the network in proportion to all possible con-
nections (N(N − 1) / 2) between N regions. To compare networksFig. 1. Visualization of the adjacency matrix in a circular diagram. Coloured squares along the
2002) anatomical labelling scheme, and annotated accordingly. The surface image shows a sc
left hemisphere, RH — right hemisphere, Fr— Frontal lobe, Cen — Central regions, Ins — Insulaacross imaging modalities we adapted an approach that matches the
MEG and fMRI networks based on cost.
Firstly,we chose aﬁxed statistical threshold (p b 0.0005,with cluster
size 3 based on the spatial pairwise clustering algorithm by Zalesky
et al., 2012), for the MEG and fMRI connectivity results. Automated An-
atomic Labeling (AAL) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) was used to
parcellate the cortex into 77 anatomical regions (Fig. 1). MNI (Montreal
Neurological Institute) coordinates of the grid locations were used in
assigning an anatomical label to each grid point based on the cortical
parcellation scheme. Reduced adjacency matrices were then created
for both fMRI and MEG data. The data were represented by a weighted
adjacency matrix Cij, with each matrix row and column index i, j corre-
sponding to one of the AAL cortical regions covered by the grid. Each
matrix element value Cij(i,j) depicts the number of signiﬁcant connec-
tions at the group level between the cortical regions i and j (connection
density). The resulting network structures can be visualized using a cir-
cular diagram (Fig. 1).
We then performed an overall comparison between MEG and fMRI
network structures by averaging the reduced adjacency matrices across
frequencies. To match the MEG and fMRI networks we integrated
over the cost interval 0.01 b K b 0.1 (in steps of 0.01), corresponding
to 1–10% of a fully connected network. For visualization of the average
networks, and their overlap, we chose the cost interval 0.01 b K b 0.05.
At each cost level we created unweighted MEG and fMRI adjacency ma-
trices by taking the top connections in terms of connection density. Any
direct overlap of these edges between MEG and fMRI networks was de-
ﬁned as shared connections between the two modalities (similarly to
Tewarie et al., 2014). To quantify the overlap between the MEG and
fMRI average networks we calculated the Jaccard coefﬁcient of similarity
(e.g. Fuxman Bass et al., 2013) at costs ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 (in steps
of 0.01). The Jaccard coefﬁcient describes the fraction of overlapping
edges (intersection) between the MEG and fMRI networks as compared
to the union of edges in the MEG and fMRI networks. To calculate the
Jaccard coefﬁcient we merged the two networks (ie. calculated the
union), and labelled each node according to whether it was found in
theMEGnetwork, the fMRI network, or both (i.e. the overlap, or intersec-
tion). As a comparison, the Jaccard coefﬁcient was calculated for cost-
matched random networks and the mean and standard deviation ofcircle represent brain regions, parcellated according to the AAL (Tzourizio-Mazoyer et al.,
hematic view of the anatomical regions (not all regions are visible on the surface). LH —
, Tpl— Temporal lobe, Med — Medial cortex, Ptl — Parietal lobe, Occ — Occipital lobe.
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the overlap between the measured MEG and fMRI networks was
assessed at costs ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 (in steps of 0.01) using the
hypergeometric distribution, which tests for overrepresentation of over-
lapping edges in the drawn sample (e.g. Fuxman Bass et al., 2013).
The spatial distribution of average network hub locationswas deter-
mined by taking the signiﬁcant (p b 0.0005; minimum cluster size 3 for
both MEG and fMRI) connectivity data averaged across frequencies at
the original grid locations. In concordancewith the network overlap cri-
terion speciﬁed above, we focused on the high-density connections as
those connections are likely to be at the core of the functional networks
(Tewarie et al., 2014). The cortical regions falling within the top 20% of
connection density were thus rendered on the pial surface. To identifyA. Identical visual stimuli, different naming 
fMRI
























Fig. 2.Network connections illustrated on a circular representation of the cortex at different cos
identical task of object naming. fMRI (left) and MEG (right) network hubs exhibiting signiﬁcan
nectivity modulations, represented on a normalized pial surface (above). Results are averaged
color-coded according connection density. The associated average network structures are depi
cording to wiring cost, K, ranging from 0.05 (light grey) to 0.01 (black). See Fig. 1 for abbreviatcommon hub areas between modalities the direct spatial overlap rang-
ing from 5% to 20% (in steps of 5%) of themost connected nodes in MEG
and fMRI was calculated. Direct overlap of network nodes was deter-
mined for the original grid locations.
Topologically important nodes, such as hubs or bottlenecks can be
inferred by graph theoretical measures. In order to quantitatively
characterize the MEG and fMRI networks, we applied two widely used
network measures, degree and betweenness centrality (Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010). The degree of a node reﬂects the total number of connec-
tions to that node, whereas the betweenness centrality of a node is
equal to the fraction of the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes
that pass through that speciﬁc node (Sporns et al., 2007). Graph theoret-


























t levels. A) Action vs. object naming; identical (action) image, B) Action vs. object images;
t (p b 0.0005; minimum cluster size 3 for both modalities) task- or stimulus-related con-
across frequency bands. The 20% most connected grid locations are shown. Regions are
cted on a circular representation of the cortical surface (below). Lines are color-coded ac-
ions.
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To estimate the robustness of the identiﬁed hubs at different cost levels
we calculated the degree and betweenness centrality at cost levels
ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 (in steps of 0.01). The relative importance ofFig. 3.Degree and betweenness centrality across cost levels. A) Action vs. object naming; identic
are ranked in order of decreasing degree (left) and betweenness centrality (right). The horizont
spans from the ﬁrst to the third quartile, and the end of thewhiskers show theminimum andm
value and small interquartile range were identiﬁed as hubs. Regions are color-coded according
and the division into lobes. Fr— Frontal lobe, Cen— Central regions, Ins— Insula, Tpl— Tempor
R — right hemisphere.each region was evaluated by ranking the regions according to the me-
dian of the normalized degree and betweenness centrality across cost
levels and visualized using a box-plot. Brain regions with the highest
ranking degree and betweenness centrality were deﬁned as centralal (action) image, B) Action vs. object images; identical task of object naming. Brain regions
al line inside each box shows themedian value across cost levels (0.01 b K b 0.1). Each box
aximum values. Outliers are shown as circles. Brain regionswith consistently highmedian
to lobar region, see Fig. 1 for abbreviations for the anatomically parcellated brain regions
al lobe, Med—Medial cortex, Ptl— Parietal lobe, Occ— Occipital lobe. L— left hemisphere,
81M. Liljeström et al. / NeuroImage 120 (2015) 75–87nodes, or hubs. We also estimated the connectivity proﬁle for the
highest ranking regions at the lobar level for both MEG- and fMRI-
derived networks. For this comparison we chose, for each modality,
the two highest ranking lobar regions and calculated (from the lobar ad-
jacency matrices) the percentage of connections between this region
and other lobar regions.
To investigate the nature of the relationship between the individual
frequency components of the MEG- and fMRI-derived networks, a sim-
ilarity index (Pearson's correlation coefﬁcient) was computed between
each MEG and fMRI adjacency matrix. The similarity indices were plot-
ted as a function of MEG frequency to determine whether a dominant
frequency exists which most closely corresponds with the haemody-
namic networks. As network topologies may vary in a complex manner
with respect to the number and weighting of network connections
(Ginestet et al., 2011; van Wijk et al., 2010) we assessed the stability
of the MEG–fMRI relationship across a range of network costs. To this
end, a more lenient statistical threshold (paired Student's t-test p b
0.005, minimum cluster size 3) was used in both modalities. Unweight-
ed adjacency matrices were matched for number of network edges for
the cost range 0.1 b K b 0.5, in steps of 0.1 (see Inline Supplementary
Figure S2). This stability analysis was performed for one task compari-
son (identical visual stimuli, different naming tasks), and one fMRI
frequency band (0.001–0.023 Hz). The overall shape of the curve was
robust to cost level variations, and based on this analysis (Inline
Supplementary Figure S2), the wiring cost was ﬁxed at 0.4 in all further
calculations of the similarity index. Differences between cross-spectral
curves of the two types of experimental (task- or stimulus-speciﬁc)ma-
nipulations were assessed using a set of 1000 permutations. The task-Fig. 4. Correspondence betweenMEG and fMRI networks. A) Action vs. object naming; identical
and fMRI hub locations (left)were deﬁned as directly overlapping regions. Regions are color-cod
overlap at the top 5% connections (yellow). Cortical connections shared between MEG and fM
strate directly shared connections, and are color-coded according to network cost, ranging fromspeciﬁc and stimulus-speciﬁc cross-spectral curves were considered to
differ when the correlation plus one standard deviation did not overlap.
Inline Supplementary Fig. S2 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Results
Identical visual stimuli, different naming tasks
Haemodynamic changes in cortical connectivity
The data driven all-to-all connectivity approach revealed several
prominent fMRI average network hubs which were modulated when
the participant was required to execute different naming tasks (verb
vs. noun naming), while the stimulus remained the same (action
image). Fig. 2A left illustrates the 20% most connected cortical regions
displaying signiﬁcant (p b 0.0005; minimum cluster size 3) task-
related modulations in average fMRI connectivity and the underlying
network structure, at cost levels ranging from 0.01 to 0.05. Frequency-
speciﬁc networks are shown in Inline Supplementary Figure S3. The
analysis revealed prominent intra-hemispheric connections linking
the left temporal cortex with the inferior frontal regions (pars
opercularis and pars triangularis), sensorimotor regions and the occipi-
tal cortex. In the right hemisphere, sensorimotor and occipital regions
were connected. Prominent inter-hemispheric connections were ob-
served between right sensorimotor cortex and frontal regions. Network
hubs with high connection density (degree) were observed bilaterally
in the sensorimotor (PoC, PrC) and superior frontal cortex (SFG), in
the left superior/middle temporal (STG, MTG) and in the inferior frontal(action) image, B) Action vs. object images; identical task of object naming. CommonMEG
ed according tooverlap threshold, ranging fromoverlap at the 20% top connections (red) to
RI are illustrated in a circular connectivity diagram (right). Lines between regions demon-
overlap at wiring cost 0.05 (light grey) to 0.01 (black).
Fig. 5. Jaccard coefﬁcient and signiﬁcance of overlap betweenMEG and fMRI networks for
cost levels 0.01 b K b 0.1. The Jaccard coefﬁcient (top) gives the fraction of overlapping
edges as compared to the union of edges in the two networks. For comparison, the Jaccard
coefﬁcient for overlap between cost-matched random networks is shown (grey lines,
mean and standard deviation over 1000 permutations). Signiﬁcance of overlap (bottom)
was assessed at each cost level using thehypergeometric distributionwhich tests for over-
representation of overlapping edges. The 0.05 signiﬁcance level is shown in grey.
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rior parietal lobule (SPL) were identiﬁed as central nodes as indicated
by high betweenness centrality (Fig. 3A, right). Overall, the degreemea-
sure was more stable across cost levels than betweenness centrality, as
indicated by the smaller interquartile range for degree than for be-
tweenness centrality.
Inline Supplementary Fig. S3 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Electrophysiological changes in cortical connectivity
Fig. 2A right illustrates the 20% most connected cortical regions and
the connectivity network structure of the average MEG networkmodu-
lations at cost levels ranging from 0.01 to 0.05when the participant was
performing different naming tasks. The frequency-speciﬁc networks are
shown in Inline Supplementary Figure S4. Within the left hemisphere,
pronounced parieto-frontal and temporo-frontal connections were ob-
served. These connections were prominent in the high beta and
gamma range (Inline Supplementary Figure S4). Inter-hemispheric con-
nectivity modulations could be observed between left and right senso-
rimotor and left and right temporal cortices. The left sensorimotor
cortex exhibited connectivity modulations involving left inferior parie-
tal and right prefrontal regions. Connections were also observed
between the left medial frontal cortex and the precuneus. These modu-
lations were prominent in the low gamma range (Inline Supplementary
Figure S4). Salient network hubs appeared in the left supplementary
motor area (SMA), middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and precuneus (PQ),
and bilaterally in themiddle temporal gyrus (MTG), and precentral cor-
tex (PrC) (Fig. 3A left). The bilateral middle temporal cortex (MTG), left
middle frontal cortex (MFG), and right sensorimotor cortex (PrC, PoC)
were central nodes in the network as indicated by betweenness central-
ity (Fig. 3A right).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S4 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Haemodynamic vs. electrophysiological connectivity modulations
Cortical hubs common to both modalities when the two naming
tasks were contrasted are shown in Fig. 4A left. The core regions, identi-
ﬁed both in MEG and fMRI network analysis, were the left superior and
middle temporal cortices, and the left inferior and middle frontal gyri.
Shared edges between the twomodalities (Fig. 4A right) linked the infe-
rior parietal and the left middle temporal cortex to the left precentral
and inferior frontal gyrus. Interhemispheric connections between left
and right sensorimotor regions and the left and right middle temporal
cortices were observed. The Jaccard coefﬁcient of similarity, plotted
acrosswiring cost levels ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 showed a clear depen-
dency on cost level, with increasing similarity observed for networks
depicted at a more lenient threshold (Fig. 5A, top). For comparison,
the ﬁgure also displays the Jaccard coefﬁcient for cost-matched random
networks (mean and standard deviation across 1000 permutations).
The Jaccard coefﬁcient increased as a function of cost also for random
networks, but the effect was not as pronounced as for the overlap be-
tween the measured MEG and fMRI networks. The overlap between
the networks was signiﬁcant for cost levels K N 0.03 (Fig. 5A, bottom).
For a compact view of the most common connections we calculated
the degree at the lobar level (Inline Supplementary Figure S5A) and fo-
cused on the MEG and fMRI connectivity proﬁles for lobar regions with
the highest ranking in either the MEG or fMRI networks. At the lobar
level, the left frontal cortex ranked high in both MEG and fMRI (Inline
Supplementary Figure S5A). In MEG, connections in the left frontal cor-
texweremostlywith the parietal (left: 24%, right: 16% of all connections
from this region, calculated as the mean over cost levels ranging from
0.01 to 0.1), and the right temporal (21%) lobes. Similarly, in fMRI, con-
nections were observed between the left frontal lobe and the parietal
(right: 17%, left: 16%) and left temporal (14%) lobes. A dominant cortical
hubwas foundwithMEG in the left parietal lobe (Inline Supplementary
Figure S5A). In MEG, most connections from the left parietal lobe werewith the left frontal cortex (32%), the left sensorimotor cortex (21%),
and right parietal cortex (20%). In fMRI, the left parietal lobe was
connected with the bilateral frontal (left: 24%, right: 17%) and the left
occipital cortex (13%). In fMRI, the right frontal cortex was also strongly
represented (Inline Supplementary Figure S5A). Most fMRI connections
in the right frontal cortex were with the left temporal cortex (14%), the
right parietal cortex (14%), and between regionswithin the right frontal
cortex (14%). In MEG, most connections from the right frontal cortex
were with the left sensorimotor cortex (26%), and the temporal cortex
(right: 24%, left: 17%).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S5 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Identical naming tasks, different visual stimuli
Haemodynamic changes in cortical connectivity
Fig. 2B left shows the average fMRI network exhibiting modulation
in coherence, when the subject was performing the same task (object
naming) but was presented with different visual stimuli (action vs. ob-
ject image), rendered on the cortical surface with the underlying con-
nection structure shown below. A dominant centro-parietal network
was evident in the network structure alongside prominent connections
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In addition, the rightmiddle temporal gyrus showed strong connections
with bilateral parietal and sensorimotor regions. Network hubs were
observed bilaterally in the sensorimotor regions (PoC, PrC), in the left
middle occipital cortex (MOG) and middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and in
the right supramarginal (SMG) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG)
(Fig. 3B left). Nodes thatwere central to the network, as indicated by be-
tweenness centrality (Fig. 3B right), were observed in the left hemi-
sphere in the middle occipital cortex (MOG), the sensorimotor cortex
(PrC, PoC) and the middle temporal and angular gyri (MTG, AG).
Electrophysiological changes in cortical connectivity
Fig. 2B right illustrates how the averageMEG-derived networkswere
modulated when the subject was required to undertake a constant task
but was presented with different visual stimuli, i.e. object naming from
either action or object pictures. Prominent connections were seen be-
tween the occipital and temporal cortices, with additional connections
between the left occipital lobe and bilateral precuneus and sensorimo-
tor regions. Inter-hemispheric connections were observed between
the sensorimotor regions. Network hubs were observed in the left mid-
dle occipital cortex (MOG), and bilaterally in middle temporal cortex
(MTG), the precuneus (PQ) and the sensorimotor cortex (PoC, PrC)
(Fig. 3B left). Central nodes were found in the middle temporal cortex
(MTG) bilaterally, in the right postcentral gyrus (PoC) and the
precuneus (PQ), as shown by betweenness centrality (Fig. 3B right).
Haemodynamic vs. electrophysiological connectivity modulations
Cortical hubs common to both modalities when stimulus content
was manipulated (action image vs. object image) are shown in Fig. 4B
left and included, bilaterally, the middle occipital gyri, middle temporal
gyri and sensorimotor cortices. Fig. 4B right shows the directly shared
connections at different cost levels: the right sensorimotor cortex was
linked with several other intra- and interhemispheric regions (left sen-
sorimotor, frontal and occipital; right temporal and parietal), and the
left occipital cortex was connected with both bilateral parietal and left
sensorimotor cortices. The Jaccard coefﬁcient of similarity reached
higher values for the comparison between different visual stimuli than
for the comparison between different naming tasks (Fig. 5). The overlap
between theMEG and fMRI networks increasedwith cost level, andwas
signiﬁcant for cost levels K N 0.01 (Fig. 5B, bottom).
To investigate whether the manner in which the connections were
modulated by stimuli were comparable across different modalities we
focused on the main connections of the lobar regions that ranked
highest in either MEG or fMRI. At the lobar level, the MEG-derived net-
work (Inline Supplementary Figure S5B, right) revealed a prominent
network hub in the left occipital lobe. Notably, the left middle occipital
cortex (MTG) ranked high in degree (Fig. 3B, left) and betweenness
(Fig. 3B, right) in both fMRI and MEG for the condition when different
images were contrasted. At the lobar level, MEG connections for the
left occipital cortex were mostly with the right parietal (20% of all con-
nections from this region), right temporal (19%), and left parietal (14%)
lobes. fMRI connections between the left occipital cortex and other lobar
regionswerewith the left sensorimotor cortex (27%), right parietal lobe
(19%) and right frontal lobe (13%). Both MEG- and fMRI-derived net-
works displayed connectivity modulations in the right parietal lobe. In
MEG most connections from the right parietal lobe were with the left
temporal cortex (24%), the left occipital (21%), and other regionswithin
the right parietal lobe (16%). In fMRI, most connectionswerewithin the
parietal lobe (20%), with the left occipital lobe (20%), and the right sen-
sorimotor cortex (12%). The left sensorimotor cortexwas ranked high in
lobar degree in the fMRI-derived network (Inline Supplementary
Figure S5B). Here, most connections were with other regions within
the left sensorimotor cortex (17%), the left occipital cortex (16%), and
the left frontal lobe (12%). In MEG, the left sensorimotor cortex did,
overall, not rank as high as in fMRI (Inline Supplementary Figure S5B),
and most connections were with the right sensorimotor (41%) cortex.Frequency-speciﬁcity of the observed networks
Fig. 6A demonstrates the cross-spectral correlation between fMRI-
and MEG-derived oscillatory networks modulated by naming task (ac-
tion vs. object naming; identical stimulus). For all fMRI frequencies, cor-
relation with MEG frequencies revealed salient peaks in the alpha and
low-beta frequencies (7–13 Hz and 13–17 Hz), with the dominant
peak in the 13–17 Hz frequency range (correlation 0.27–0.3). In the
lower gamma bands the correlation was weakest, with an increase in
correlation coefﬁcient for the high gamma band (N60 Hz) for the fMRI
frequencies 0.001–0.023 Hz and 0.11–0.14 Hz. Fig. 6B demonstrates
the cross-spectral correlation between MEG- and fMRI-derived oscilla-
tory networks modulated by different visual images (depicting actions
vs. objects only; identical naming task). The strongest correlation with
MEG data (correlation 0.27) occurred in the low-frequency range with
the peak centred at 3–7 Hz (theta band). Other peaks were observed
at 13–17 Hz (low beta) and 52–60 Hz (high gamma).
The comparison between the cross-spectral curves for the task-
speciﬁc vs. stimulus-speciﬁc correlations is depicted in Fig. 6C, separate-
ly for each fMRI frequency. Differences between the task-speciﬁc and
stimulus-speciﬁc cross-spectra were observed at multiple MEG fre-
quency ranges (3–7 Hz, 13–17 Hz, 17–25 Hz, and 52–60 Hz), depicting
a shift in network structure when moving from a task-dependent to a
stimulus-dependent modulation. While the cross-spectral correlation
trends were similar across fMRI frequencies (Fig. 6A), some differences
between the fMRI frequency bands were also observed (Inline Supple-
mentary Figure S6).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S6 can be found online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.07.017.
Discussion
Using a data driven approach to functional connectivity in a parallel
MEG/fMRI picture naming study, we investigated the similarities be-
tweenhaemodynamic networks and their electrophysiological counter-
parts. This studydemonstrates similarities, but also founddiscrepancies,
in the spatial distribution of functionally relevant network hubs identi-
ﬁed using data from MEG and fMRI. Overall, the study suggested a dif-
ferentiation in the MEG–fMRI large-scale patterns underlying task-
driven vs. stimulus-driven network modulations. This differentiation
was also observed in the frequency-speciﬁcity of the identiﬁed
networks.
Task- and stimulus-driven modulations in MEG- and fMRI-derived
functional networks
When action and object naming from the same set of images were
contrasted, spatial correspondence between MEG and fMRI network
hubs was seen in cortical regions that have been previously reported
to be strongly implicated in language production. Network hubs in the
perisylvian regions (middle temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, infe-
rior parietal cortex) and the sensorimotor cortex were consistently
modulated in bothMEG and fMRI. These hub loci are in linewith strong-
ly activated sites reported in numerous studies that have employed pic-
ture naming tasks: left inferior and middle frontal gyrus, the left
posterior middle temporal gyrus and left parietal areas (Hultén et al.,
2014; Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Price, 2012; Roskies et al., 2001;
Salmelin et al., 1994). Furthermore, the directly shared cortico-cortical
connections between the left temporal/inferior parietal and inferior/
middle frontal regions are in good agreementwith structural connectiv-
ity (Catani et al., 2005): the arcuate fasciculus is a white matter tract
which provides a direct pathway between temporal and frontal regions
and includes an indirect segment involving inferior parietal regions. Im-
portantly, the arcuate fasciculus has also been viewed as the critical
white matter pathway to provide the scaffolding for the language net-
work (Catani and Mesulam, 2008).
Fig. 6. Cross-spectral similarity betweenMEG and fMRI unweighted network topologies. A) Action vs. object naming; identical stimulus (action image), B) Action vs. object images; iden-
tical task of object naming. Correlation betweenMEG and fMRI networks is plotted as a function of MEG frequency, with separate curves for the various tested fMRI frequencies. C) Task-
related vs. stimulus-related cross-spectral similarity. At each fMRI frequency the overlap between the cross-spectral curves between task- and stimulus-speciﬁc manipulations was
assessed. Variation in the cross-spectral correlation was estimated by randomly permuting the connections for each manipulation. The task-speciﬁc and stimulus-speciﬁc cross-spectral
curves were considered to differ when the correlation plus one standard deviation did not overlap. All correlations are signiﬁcant at p b 10–12 (Bonferroni corrected).
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constant, the observed connectivity pattern was notably different.
Both MEG and fMRI networks exhibited extensive modulations in
brain wide connectivity, but the overlapping MEG–fMRI network hubs
were predominantly found in the lateral occipital cortices (particularly
in the left hemisphere), middle temporal and sensorimotor regions.
The lateral occipital cortex is critical for visual processing and object rec-
ognition (Grill-Spector et al., 2001) and an increased contribution in this
region is in concordance with differences in visual content of the action
vs. object images. A clear difference between the MEG- and fMRI-
derived networks was, however, observed in the connectivity pattern
of the lateral occipital cortex. A large proportion of the MEG-derived
network connections were observed between the occipital cortex and
the temporo-parietal cortices whereas the occipital lobe connections
in the fMRI-derived network were largely with parieto-frontal regions.
The temporal lobes have been implicated in the human ventral visual
pathway involved in visual and language processing (Ishai et al.,
1999), while the parieto-frontal network is involvedwith the spatial as-
pects of attention and in sustaining attention (Malhotra et al., 2009).
The distinction in the connection patterns suggests a functional diver-
gence in the roles of the networks identiﬁed with haemodynamic and
electrophysiological measures, with the network identiﬁed with MEG
inclined towards a more bottom-up role of stimulus processing and
the network revealed with fMRI reﬂecting a top-down role in modulat-
ing selective attention. This illustrates that although the same corticalregions may appear in networks derived fromMEG and fMRI, the man-
ner in which these cortical regions are integrated into the network and
their hierarchical position within the network is not necessarily the
same.
Frequency dependence of the MEG–fMRI networks
Haemodynamic signals typically show a frequency-dependent
relationship with electrophysiological effects, often exhibiting negative
correlations for low (b30 Hz) and positive correlations for high
(N30 Hz) frequency activity (Mukamel et al., 2005). This relationship
is, however, location-speciﬁc and may depend on factors such as local
cytoarchitecture (Ekström et al., 2009; Kujala et al., 2014).
Here, the greatest similarity between MEG and fMRI derived net-
works was observed at neural frequencies below 30 Hz. The dominant
electrophysiological oscillatory frequencies underpinning the haemo-
dynamic networks that we report thus fall in the same alpha to beta fre-
quency range (8–25 Hz) that has been identiﬁed as the dominant band
of carrier frequencies in spontaneous electrophysiological networks
(Brookes et al., 2011a; de Pasquale et al., 2012; Hipp et al., 2012). Such
low frequency oscillatory activity has been purported to be the key
mechanism for long-range neuronal interaction and information trans-
fer (Donner and Siegel, 2011; Kopell et al., 2000). Our results further
suggest that gamma frequency band interactions contribute to the hae-
modynamic networks.
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spondence were observed for the task-driven vs. stimulus-driven con-
nectivity modulations. Haemodynamic network interactions thus
cannot be attributed to a single frequency band, but the entire spectral
proﬁle should be taken into account when assessing the correspon-
dence between MEG and fMRI networks. Although the structure of the
low frequency MEG networks most closely resembles the haemody-
namic networks and similarities can be found between hub locations
in the two modalities, divergences in spectral similarity between tasks
illustrate the complexity of the relationship between haemodynamics
and electrophysiology.
Relationship to resting state networks
Several of the network hubs found here in left perisylvian language
regions when contrasting naming tasks often appear as a network of
correlated regions in resting-state fMRI analyses, including the left infe-
rior frontal, posterior temporal and inferior parietal cortices (Tomasi
and Volkow, 2012; Xiang et al., 2010). The convergent MEG and fMRI
connectivity in the left middle temporal gyrus is also in line with previ-
ous structural and functional resting state connectivity studies (Binder
et al., 2009; Turken and Dronkers, 2011), which propose the left middle
temporal gyrus to be a focal point for the language network due to its
richness of connections. Previous studies have demonstrated an overlap
between network hubs identiﬁed from resting state fMRI data and cor-
tical regions implicated in task by activation studies (Smith et al., 2009).
Herewe found commonalities in network hubs derived from a linguistic
task dataset and those commonly seen in seed-based fMRI resting state
studies using the left middle temporal gyrus (Turken and Dronkers,
2011) or the left inferior frontal cortex (Xiang et al., 2010) as a seed.
The task network data reported in the current study show involve-
ment of additional cortical regions, e.g. right sensorimotor cortex. This
area is typically thought to belong to an independent resting state net-
work in the sensorimotor cortex and yet here shows direct connections
to the left middle temporal gyrus. This is in line with a recent study by
(Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2012) which reported that right motor cortex
and higher order visual areas (e.g. themedio-temporal area), usually at-
tributed to well differentiated resting state networks, were assigned to
the same cluster in a task network. Findings such as these demonstrate
the need to interrogate task-related connectivity networks in detail
since resting-state networks, although not completely disrupted by
task, clearly undergo some speciﬁc reorganization to facilitate task
performance.
Methodological considerations
Topological properties of a network depend on the number of nodes
in the network, and the number of connections among those nodes.We
therefore used an approach that matched both the grid space and the
number of connections within the networks (wiring cost) across MEG
and fMRI. Thresholding is critical when comparing networks. A strict
threshold will produce sparse networks with low cost, but similarities
in the underlying network structure may go undetected. At high cost,
networks are more likely to overlap (Achard and Bullmore, 2007;
Ginestet et al., 2011), but with a lenient threshold some edges may be
spurious. We assessed network overlap at multiple cost levels and ob-
served increasing similarity between MEG and fMRI for networks with
a higher wiring cost. Moreover, the similarity increased more than for
cost-matched random networks. At a very strict threshold the overlap
was not statistically signiﬁcant. Our results illustrate the beneﬁt of
assessing network similarity at multiple cost levels; while individual
edges may be spurious at low thresholds and should be viewed with
some caution, we were able to show that the general overlap between
the MEG and fMRI networks is much higher than expected by chance.
To identify cortex-wide connectivity patterns we used coherence as
a metric for connectivity in both MEG and fMRI. Coherence is aneurophysiologically well-motivated measure for MEG-derived con-
nectivity (Fries et al., 2005). In addition, coherence-based connectivity
mapping ofMEG signals allows for directwhole-cortexmapping of con-
nectivity at different frequencies using a beamformer without the need
to estimate time series at the level of cortical sources (Gross et al., 2001;
Kujala et al., 2008; Liljeström et al., 2015). This is an advantage since
time series distortions have been observed when using beamformers
to reconstruct source time courses in data sets with high correlations
between sources (Huang et al., 2014).
In a beamformer approach, a spatial ﬁlter is optimized to pass
activity froma certain brain region at unit gainwhile suppressing activity
from all other areas (van Veen et al., 1997). To achieve such suppression,
the assumption is that the other sources are not correlated with the tar-
get location. While brain regions commonly display correlated activity,
the correlations between them are normally lower than would be
needed to markedly affect the beamforming suppression (Gross et al.,
2001; Hadjipapas et al., 2005; Hillebrand et al., 2005). Beamformer
source detection can, however, be difﬁcult when the sources are highly
correlated (e.g. r N 0.5, Hillebrand et al., 2005; Hadjipapas et al., 2005;
Huang et al., 2014). This could be the case for low-level evoked responses
that are averaged with respect to stimulus presentation. Here, responses
were not averaged with respect to the task onset, and in a complex cog-
nitive task the correlation between sources is likely to be lower than in
simple motor or visual tasks.
Due to the inherent spatial smoothing of theMEG signal,ﬁeld spread
must be taken into account inMEG connectivity analysis. To alleviate ef-
fects of spurious connectivity we used a power-matched control condi-
tion and estimated connectivity differences between conditions. In this
approach,we test for power differences at every sensor, thus controlling
that the spatial pattern of active cortical regions, and their source power,
are essentially the same in both conditions. Field spread effects are high-
ly dependent on the amplitude of the measured sources, and by using
power-matched conditions we thusmake the assumption that these ef-
fects are identical across conditions and therefore cancel out (Kujala
et al., 2007, 2008; Gross et al., 2013a; Schoffelen and Gross, 2009).
Since this assumption may not be completely fulﬁlled at each location,
we additionally used aminimumdistance limit between source regions
(similarly to de Pasquale et al., 2012; Kujala et al., 2008; Liljeström et al.,
2015). We have recently used this approach in identifying large-scale
cortical networks underlying motor performance, auditory processing,
visual recognition (Saarinen et al., 2015), and language production
(Liljeström et al., 2015). Important in this context is, however, that the
resulting networks reﬂect task-related, long-range modulations in con-
nectivity, rather than the entire underlying network. Another approach
would be to use a measure of connectivity that is less sensitive to ﬁeld
spread. Such measures can be crucial for obtaining reliable estimates
of connectivity from resting-state data (Hipp et al., 2012; Hillebrand
et al., 2012; Brookes et al., 2011a). One such measure that could be ap-
plied to both MEG and fMRI data is imaginary coherence. However,
using imaginary coherence can be problematic when comparing two
conditions, as interpreting changes between conditions in the imagi-
nary part of the coherence is not straightforward (e.g. Gross et al.,
2013a).
Some differences between the networks identiﬁed from MEG and
fMRI data can be explained by possible limitations in the currently avail-
able data acquisition and analysis techniques. In fMRI, cardiac and respi-
ratory ﬂuctuations are known to manifest themselves in the form of
spatially and temporally structured noise (Birn et al., 2006). Efforts
were made in this study to minimise the contributions from physiolog-
ical effects (time-courses from regions thought to exhibit non-neuronal
ﬂuctuations were regressed out (Behzadi et al., 2007) and motion pa-
rameters accounted for), however, it is impossible to completely rule
out their contributions. In addition, there may be other non-neuronal
or vascular changes that could give rise tomodulations in oscillatory ac-
tivity (e.g., arterial blood pressure is also known to vary at ~0.1Hz
(Katura et al., 2006)).
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In this work we have examined the relationship between task-
related functional connectivity networks as detectable by MEG and by
fMRI. Connectivity analysis revealed network hubs in cortical regions
previously associated in activation studies with language processing,
object recognition and visual processing; these hubs were evident in
both modalities. The highest correlation between electrophysiological
and haemodynamic networks was demonstrated at neural frequencies
below 30 Hz, consistent with resting-state studies. The direct overlap
of functionally relevant areas, independently elicited by two disparate
modalities adds weight to the argument that haemodynamic networks
are, at least partially, supported by electrophysiological counterparts
(Brookes et al., 2011b). In addition, we observed a striking difference
in functional connectivity between tasks manipulations. Overall, the
results depict a shift in network structure whenmoving from a task de-
pendent modulation to a stimulus dependent modulation, revealing a
reorganization of the large-scale functional connectivity during task
performance. Despite similarities, discrepancies between the two mo-
dalities were observed both in terms of key network hubs and network
connection structure. This provokes further questions both as to the
functional role of the respective networks and the nature of their
relationship during task execution.
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